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ENGLISH 
 

Test items with the choice of one correct answer. 

For each test item, 2-4 answer options are offered, of which only one is correct. Please indicate 

the correct answer. 

 

№1. For ... information do not hesitate to call our assistant. 

А) farther  Б) furthest  В) fastest  Г) further 

 

№2. If I ... my entrance exams I ... the happiest man in the world. 

А) will pass / would be   Б) passed / am 

В) passed / would have been   Г) pass / will be 

 

№3. What ... you ... if the train ... in time? 

А) will be / doing / come   Б) did / will not come/ do come 

В) do / didn’t / come    Г) will / do / doesn’t come 

 

№4. My mother … supper by the time I appeared. When I … she was still preparing it. 

А) did not cook/ was returning,  Б) had cooked/ return, 

В) wasn’t cooking/ returned,   Г) had not cooked/ returned, 

 

№5. She … her school in 2000, then she … a job in 2003 and then she … married in spring, 

2005. 

А) finished/ found/ got   Б) was finishing/ find/ get 

В) had finished/ had found/ had got  Г) fisnished/ finded/ getted 

 

№6. Do you like ... football on TV? 

А) watch  Б) watched  В) watches  Г) watching 

 

№7. It is important ... . 

А) to win  Б) winning  В) win   Г) won 

 

№8. My father does the ... himself. 

А) ironing  Б) irons  В) to iron  Г) iron 

 

№9. His illness got worse and worse. In the end he ... go into hospital for an operation. 

А) will have to Б) must  В) had to  Г) ought to have 

 

№10. If you’ve got a ticket, you ... queue. You can go straight in. 

А) shouldn’t  Б) don’t have to В) have to  Г) should 

 

№11.  A: She can’t sing. 

B: Neither ... . 

А) do I   Б) could I  В) am I  Г) can I 

 

№12. Jim said the switch was dangerous and warned me ... touch it. 

А) do not  Б) not   В) not to  Г) no 

 

№13. She said the letter was personal and didn't let me ... it. 

А) reading  Б) read   В) to read  Г) read to 
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№14. Let's go to a café. We've got ... time before the train leaves. 

А) few   Б) a few  В) little  Г) a little 

 

№15. The curriculum of educational institutes should be based on: 

А) theory     Б) practice  

В) theory and practice   Г) theory, practice and research 

 

№16. “Learner-centered” strategy is 

А) Explaining the concept while standing in the center of the students.  

Б) Teaching as per the desire of a student. 

В) Teaching children in small centers to ensure individual attention. 

Г) Giving preferance to students’ experiences, their voices, and their active participation. 

 

Read the text and answer the questions. 
Text “Chinese moss may alleviate Alzheimer’s disease”. 

A traditional Chinese herbal remedy might be effective in treating Alzheimer’s disease. 

Experts on the disease looked at the research in China and studies in the United States. Based on 

the results, they believe the harmless herbal remedy may be even more effective than the two drugs 

that doctors use now to treat the disease. Alzheimer’s disease affects as many as four million 

elderly Americans and twelve million people worldwide. Common symptoms are dementia and 

memory loss. There is no known cure.  

The traditional remedy, called Qian Ceng Ta, comes from a moss. It has been used for centuries 

in China to treat fever and inflammation. The remedy has another positive effect. It slows the 

breakdown of acetylcholine, which is a chemical in the brain that helps it work normally.  

Alzheimer’s sufferers often experience memory loss and are confused about what is 

happening around them. This is the result of acetylcholine breakdown. 

The two drugs that are now used to treat Alzheimer’s patients improve the way the brain works. 

But they can also cause stomach and liver problems. Qian Ceng Ta seems even more effective 

than the drugs at treating the disease. And it has none of the bad effects on the body.  

The traditional remedy Qian Ceng Ta has been used to treat dementia in China. Doctors 

there prescribe it to their patients. Reports from that country suggest that as many as 100,000 

Alzheimer’s patients have had their symptoms lessened, according to Alan Kozikowski, Ph. D., 

Georgetown University. 

Kozikowski first separated and studied the herbal compound in1991. 

 

Mark the proper answers. 

 

№17. What is Alzheimer’s disease?  

А) dementia and memory loss  Б) movement loss 

В) damage of stomach   Г) damage of liver 

 

№18. What is the name of the herb that treats Alzheimer’s disease? 

А) American moss 

Б) Japanese moss 

В) Chinese moss 

Г) Acetylcholine 

 

№19. What are the bad effects on the body of this herb?  

А) heart problems    Б) no side effects on the body 

В) stomach problems    Г) brain problems  
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№20. What is acetylcholine? 

А) a mixture 

Б) tablets 

В) powder 

Г) a chemical in the brain 

 

Test items with several correct answers. 

The test item has several correct answers. Please indicate all correct answers. 

 

№21. Find the appropriate synonyms of the word “to develop”. 

А) grow 

Б) expand 

В) enlarge 

Г) sew 

 

Test items to establish compliance. 

Next to the letter of the element from the left column, enter the number of the corresponding 

element from the right column (i.e., connect two corresponding elements in a pair). Each letter on 

the left corresponds to only one number on the right. 

 

№22. Find the right matching. 

 

 Words  Explanations 

А dated 1 old-fashioned 

Б dazed 2 shocked, astonished 

В deaf 3 unable to hear 

Г dejected 4 very unhappy 

  5 with a sour taste 

 

Answer: 

А   

Б   

В   

Г   

 

 


